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INT. DARK ALLEY - NIGHT

OPEN ON an alley in old Gotham City. Buildings reach up

farther than the eye can see, steam rises through manholes,

shadows riddle what little moonlight seeps down. Besides

that it is empty...

...Until a sudden BURST OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY floods the

alley with a shattering white light.

The adjoined wind blows trash everywhere.

Shadows imprint the walls like victims of an atomic bomb.

The ball of white ENERGY EXPANDS, CONTRACTS, then

disappears. What is left, in the midst of its wake, is a

single, black figure hunched on its knees.

The ball is a mass of fabric. It uncurls and rises with a

VICIOUS GROAN OF PAIN. First, the ears of the cowl reveal

themselves, then his mask, and finally his costume with

insignia on the chest: BATMAN. Clutched like rigor mortis in

his hands is a small but complex electronic device; a

control box. When he finishes GROANING he VOMITS VIOLENTLY.

He drops the device to fall to his hands, heaves in control

of his body. His astonishment forces out words of spit.

BATMAN

...It worked...

He begins to LAUGH in disbelief, maybe going a little mad,

but the VOMITING brings him back and beats him down.

When its finally over, he catches his breath and stares at

the puddle that has come out of him.

It is chunky and fully of blood.

Out of sheer force of will he can grab the device and lift

himself to his feet.

CUT TO:

A chunk of broken brick SMASHES the device.

Even in pieces, he SMASHES it a few more times to be sure.

He tosses what shards he can collect into a dumpster. A

clock tower in the distance TOLLS and his head whips around,

alert. He checks his surroundings and immediately knows his

location. He sprints into THE DARKNESS.

CUT TO:



2.

INT. MOVIE THEATER

Three faces illuminated by the silver screen they gaze into:

THOMAS WAYNE, happy and engaged, MARTHA WAYNE, much the

same, and little boy BRUCE WAYNE, the happiest of all. OS,

the CREDITS MUSIC SWELLS, with it the lights in the theater

rise to full. His parents stand as they prompt him to move

down the aisle.

MARTHA WAYNE

Did you enjoy the movie, Bruce?

BRUCE

I loved it!

CUT TO:

INT. CAR, GOTHAM CITY STREETS

The DRIVER SINGS along with the OPERA ON THE RADIO as he

drives down the road. Suddenly, he SCREAMS and SLAMS on his

brakes as a man in a bat suit runs across the street. He

barely misses, the hell scared out of him, though this

Bat-Man seems unfazed as he runs into an alley.

EXT. GOTHAM CITY ALLEY

Batman sprints at top speed, despite the harrowing pain.

He turns a sudden corner, loses balance and tumbles into

some trash cans, but he is quickly back up.

CUT TO:

EXT. CRIME ALLEY

The Wayne family exit out the theater’s back door, into a

tight alley.

Young Bruce can hardly contain his excitement about what he

saw. He jumps around even while he holds his father’s hand.

Both Thomas and Martha watch him lovingly, but their

expression switches when they see what is in front of them.

A CRIMINAL, draped in shadows and dressed in poverty, points

a handgun at them. He says nothing, but looks almost as

scared as they do.

At first nobody moves, but then Thomas raises out an open

hand and steps forward.



3.

THOMAS WAYNE

Please...

POV, moves down an adjacent alley, sees the Wayne family,

WHIPS across the space between them to the Criminal.

The truth of the moment is in the eyes of the Batman; he

knows what happens next, he has relived it his entire life.

The gun FIRES TWO QUICK SHOTS.

Batman has dove in front of the Wayne family; the bullets

EXPLODE into his chest on his way to the ground.

A moment of shock, then the Criminal runs the opposite

direction.

Thomas and Martha watch him, but Bruce’s eyes are focused

downwards on the body at his feet. Soon, his parents’ eyes

join his.

Two holes uncontrollably ooze blood from his chest. Batman

uses the last of his strength to remove his cowl, to reveal

his face to the child.

BATMAN

Bruce...

The child is witness to the most important moment of his

entire life, and he somehow seems to know it.

BATMAN

...You will live the life I never

could.

He reaches up for the boy, but just as he touches him his

parents pull him away out of fear. Bruce, however, never

turns away.

Neither does Batman. He is the last thing he will ever see.

CUT TO:

EXT. CRIME ALLEY - LATER

A car door opens, JIM GORDAN steps out. His eyes lock on the

crime scene, he shuts the door without looking back.

He walks over to the marked out scene, approaches a POLICE

OFFICER who stands over a covered body and scribbles notes

on a pad.
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JIM GORDAN

What do we have here?

POLICE OFFICER

You’ll never believe it, detective.

Take a look.

The officer kneels down to remove the blanket. It gives Jim

a moment to glance down the alley.

The Wayne family give their statement to a couple of OTHER

OFFICERS, their backs turned. Bruce is held in his father’s

arms, thus he can look straight at Detective Gordan.

The officer stands back up to take a wider look. Gordan

finally looks down

at the dead man in the bizarre suit.

POLICE OFFICER

He’s wearing some kind of crazy bat

costume. How do you even make

something like that?

JIM GORDAN

Who is he?

POLICE OFFICER

No identification. No one’s ever

heard of anyone like this. Won’t

know officially ’til the autopsy,

if you want one paid for, but as

far as we can tell he is just

another John Doe.

Gordan is transfixed by the man’s face; he recognizes

something, the deja vu brings him to a kneel.

Even in death, there is something familiar about that face,

that suit...

But Gordan can’t quite figure it out, and he never will. He

looks back up at the boy.

Young Bruce stares back.

CUT TO BLACK


